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Click App
Fighting misinformation in one click. Record the world and sign your photos or videos to a digital trust network.
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Nodle App
Earn crypto and mint NFTs while securely powering one of the largest smartphone-based DePIN networks.
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ConnectX
The Enterprise toolkit for locating and connecting Bluetooth devices and tags around the world.
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ContentSign
ContentSign authenticates your media content on blockchain to make sure it remains untampered and trustworthy.
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Digital Trust Network for Social Good

The Nodle network connects the world by using smartphones as nodes to create a digital trust network for social good. 
Nodle is a smartphone-based decentralized physical infrastructure (DePIN) powering critical applications for authenticating media content, locating assets or proving location.
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The Nodle network is decentralized, secure, private and scalable. Anyone with a smartphone can participate in the Nodle network.
Our products
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Click App
Fighting misinformation in one click. Record the world and sign your photos or videos to a digital trust network.
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Nodle App
Earn crypto and mint NFTs while securely powering one of the largest smartphone-based DePIN networks.
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ConnectX
The Enterprise toolkit for locating and connecting Bluetooth devices and tags around the world.
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ContentSign
ContentSign authenticates your media content on blockchain to make sure it remains untampered and trustworthy.
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Nodle SDK
Monetise your app and generate revenue without ads and without collecting user data.
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Nodle Hotspot
Earn cryptocurrency by transforming your old or secondary phones into a dedicated Nodle hotspot.







Latest news
26 MAR

Don’t Miss Our Click Livestream — Thursday March 28th!Hello Nodler, You might be wondering what this “Click” thing you continue to see on your Nodle social platforms is all about. Fear not — we plan to explain it all in detail during a Livestream this coming Thursday, March 28th 10AM PDT and 17:00 GMT on YouTube.
Click App
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22 FEB

Thanks for Click-ing with us at SXSW 2024!SXSW 2024 is a wrap and we’re already missing Austin! What a week it was– reconnecting with industry friends and making many new ones. This year, we set out to build buzz surrounding our new Click camera app, and we made a slideshow with Click to commemorate our experience. 
Click App

Digital Trust
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9 MAR

Nodle Network Reaches 1 Million Token Holders On-chain and 100,000 Daily Active Users with Nodle WalletNodle has reached a significant milestone — it now has over 1 million token holders on-chain and is on track to adding an impressive 100,000+ new token holders every month.
Nodle Network

Nodle App
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